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Abstract

Twitch chat messages pose a unique problem in001
natural language understanding due to a large002
presence of neologisms, specifically emotes.003
There are a total of 8.06 million emotes, over004
400k of which were observed during the study005
period. There is virtually no information on006
the meaning or sentiment of emotes, and with a007
constant influx of new emotes and drift in both008
their frequencies and their perceived meanings,009
it becomes impossible to maintain an updated010
manually-labeled dataset. Our paper makes011
a two-fold contribution. First, we establish a012
new baseline for sentiment analysis on Twitch013
data, outperforming the previous benchmark014
by 7.36 percentage points. Secondly, we in-015
troduce a simple but powerful unsupervised016
framework based on word embeddings and017
k-NN to enrich existing models with out-of-018
vocabulary knowledge. This framework allows019
us to auto-generate an emote pseudo-dictionary,020
and we show that we can nearly match the su-021
pervised benchmark above, even when inject-022
ing such emote knowledge into sentiment clas-023
sifiers trained on extraneous datasets such as024
movie reviews or Twitter.025

1 Introduction026

Live streaming platforms such as Amazon Twitch027

or YouTube Live have become increasingly pop-028

ular in the last decade and have seen an even029

faster growth in the last couple of years due to030

the COVID-19 pandemic and the rise of esports.031

Users on these platforms watch videogame players032

livestream their gameplay, and comment live on033

the stream to share their opinions with the streamer034

and the rest of the audience. Given the instanta-035

neous and idiosyncratic nature of the chat room036

culture, the language used is very different from037

a formal conversation. It is riddled with grammat-038

ical errors, abbreviations, game-specific lingo, as039

well as emoji and emoji-like icons. In particular,040

Twitch users make heavy usage of emotes, which041

are Twitch-specific icons or animations used to ex- 042

press a particular emotion, feeling, or inside-joke1. 043

Emotes on Twitch have become a language of 044

their own and have both changed and enriched 045

how people communicate with each other on the 046

platform. They can be interspersed within text 047

to change the meaning of a message, or consti- 048

tute an entire message on their own. They are 049

rendered when users type a predefined string, e.g. 050

“Kappa” → and “LUL” → . There are over 8 051

million emotes—over 400,000 were observed in 052

the week surveyed, constituting one third of all 053

unique tokens on Twitch. Like memes, emotes are 054

generated by the community, causing a constant 055

change in their frequency and meaning. 056

One emote which whose meaning has changed 057

over time is “FeelsGoodMan” → , based on a 058

cartoon frog from a 2005 comic by the artist Matt 059

Furie. Furie’s cartoon frog was adopted by right 060

wing posters on various online forums like 4chan in 061

the early 2010s. Since then, Furie has campaigned 062

to reclaim the meaning of his character, and the 063

emote has seen an upsurge in more mainstream 064

non hate usage (Glitsos and Hall, 2019) and posi- 065

tive usage on Twitch. Our results on Twitch agree, 066

showing that “FeelsGoodMan” and its counterpart 067

“FeelsBadMan” are mainly being used literally. 068

Continuous introduction of new emotes and their 069

cryptic origins makes it unfeasible to maintain cu- 070

rated dictionaries documenting their meaning and 071

semantics. With the exception of the recent work 072

by (Kobs et al., 2020), which classified 100 top 073

emotes and labeled 2000 Twitch chat messages, 074

there is a lack of analytical studies focusing on 075

understanding Twitch data and the enigmatic lan- 076

guage of emotes. In this paper, we aim to fill this 077

gap. 078

1Even though there is a visual component to emotes (as
well as emojis), we focus on the NLP understanding of Twitch
messages, interpreting emotes as words. Extracting signals
from their visual counterparts is outside of the scope of this
manuscript.
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2 Our contribution079

In this paper we set to address two core tasks:080

(A) Perform sentiment analysis on Twitch data bet-081

ter than previous baselines set by (Kobs et al.,082

2020). In addition, we introduce a framework083

that can handle emote drift without additional084

major data labeling effort.085

(B) Provide a broad insight into emote semantics086

and their sentiment. This is to address the087

lack of a broad understanding of thousands of088

emotes.089

To address Task (A):090

• We conducted a thorough set of experiments091

comparing standard traditional machine learn-092

ing methods for supervised sentiment analysis093

on Twitch data. To the best of our knowledge,094

no such foundational analyses have been per-095

formed; only a lexicon-based approach and a096

deep learning approach with noisy labels have097

been tried by (Kobs et al., 2020).098

• We show that our best model outperforms the099

previous benchmark set by (Kobs et al., 2020)100

by 7.36 percentage points on accuracy.101

• We break down the performance of our base102

classifiers and demonstrate that features with103

emotes constitute more than 50% of feature104

importance, while comprising only 20% of105

features.106

• We introduce a drift-resilient framework to107

Learn Out Of Vocabulary Emotions (LOOVE).108

Requiring little to no additional data label-109

ing, LOOVE is able to incorporate new emote110

knowledge into existing models without rely-111

ing on emotes as explicit features.112

As for Task (B):113

• We create an emote pseudo-dictionary based114

on word embedding neighborhoods.115

• We automatically infer a corresponding senti-116

ment for thousands of emotes from the emote117

pseudo-dictionary.118

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-119

lows: Section 3 provides an overview of the re-120

lated literature. Section 4 presents our experiments121

to establish a new set of supervised baselines on122

the Twitch dataset. In Section 5, we introduce 123

our framework LOOVE to augment external clas- 124

sifiers with emote knowledge. Finally, Section 6 125

discusses the construction and properties of the 126

emote pseudo-dictionary. 127

Additionally, in the Appendix A we present the 128

Emote Case study. In Appendix B we study of 129

trends in the Twitch Unlabeled Dataset that we col- 130

lected for the study. In Appendix C we showcase 131

additional applications of Twitch w2v embeddings. 132

3 Related Work 133

There are few studies on Twitch and emotes. We 134

relied on all existing relevant Twitch studies as well 135

as the relevant literature found on other neologisms 136

such as emoticons, emoji and slang. 137

3.1 Emotes and Twitch 138

Labeled Twitch emote data is virtually non-existent. 139

Kobs et al. (2020) conducted a study with the 140

Twitch community and semantically labeled 100 141

frequently occurring emotes in 2018. Although the 142

top 100 emotes account for 35.1% of the tokens 143

and the top 1000 account for 52.1% of tokens, there 144

are over 8 million total emotes, with over 400,000 145

emotes observed in the week studied, and the num- 146

ber growing every day. The primary contribution 147

of that work was providing the sentiment analysis 148

baseline for Twitch data, as well as a labeled dataset 149

of 2000 chat messages. For the baseline, they used 150

an Average Based Lexicon approach, which repre- 151

sents a comment as a sequence of tokens with an 152

assigned sentiment from a look up table. To come 153

up with the sentiment score for the entire comment, 154

they averaged the sentiment scores of the tokens. 155

This approach along with its variation achieved a 156

61.8% and 62.8% accuracy, respectively. They also 157

employed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 158

approach, which was weakly-trained on the data 159

generated by the Average Based Lexicon approach. 160

This resulted in 63.8% accuracy. 161

Another noteworthy study of emotes was done 162

by (Barbieri et al., 2017), who tried to address 163

emote prediction, i.e. which emote the user is more 164

likely to use, and trolling detection, i.e. “a specific 165

set of emotes which are broadly used by Twitch 166

users in troll messages.” The authors were only 167

predicting the top 30 most frequently used emotes. 168

The highest F1 score for emote prediction was 0.39. 169

The highest F1 score for trolling detection was 170

0.81. 171
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Other emote and Twitch related studies include172

“Classification of viewers by their consumption be-173

havior and analysis of subscribers’ emote usage”174

(Oh et al., 2020); prediction of subscription status175

of a user in a channel based on user’s comments176

(Loures et al., 2020); and a master’s thesis on lan-177

guage variety on Twitch entitled “The present text178

is a research into the language usage in Computer-179

Mediated Communication, specifically on the on-180

line streaming platform Twitch.tv.” (Hope, 2019).181

3.2 Emoji and Emoticons182

The sentiment analysis involving emojis and emoti-183

cons have been addressed with both deep learning184

(DL) and traditional machine learning (ML) ap-185

proaches using various datasets. A notable DL186

approach is a emotion-semantic-enhanced bidi-187

rectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) net-188

work with the multi-head attention mechanism189

model (EBILSTM-MH) (Wang et al., 2020). This190

achieved 71.70% accuracy on microblog text data191

involving emojis. Additionally authors showed192

that an SVM model achieved 66.81 accuracy on193

the same dataset. Another traditional ML approach194

for sentiment analysis, in this case using Twitter195

data, was carried out by (Illendula and Yedulla,196

2018). It is based on emoji embeddings from 147197

million tweets, trained on Random Forest (RF) and198

Support Vector Machine (SVM) with an overall199

accuracy of 62.1% and 65.2% respectively. This200

approach outperformed the then current state of the201

art.202

Studies have been done to understand the seman-203

tics of emoji and emoticons. One notable work is204

EmojiNet by (Wijeratne et al., 2016). This is the205

first machine readable sense inventory for emojis.206

The researcher created a centralized table of emoji207

definitions, incorporated from multiple resources.208

Additionally, through word sense disambiguation209

techniques they assigned senses to emojis. Addi-210

tionally, (Illendula and Yedulla, 2018) presented a211

thorough study of emoji semantics and their use in212

social media posts.213

3.3 Slang214

(Wilson et al., 2020) used Urban Dictionary 2 as a215

corpus to create slang word embeddings. For senti-216

ment prediction (64.4% accuracy) and sarcasm pre-217

diction (80.2% accuracy) they achieved marginally218

better scores than other standard pre-trained em-219

2https://www.urbandictionary.com/

beddings such as word2vec-GoogleNews when ini- 220

tializing classifiers with UD embeddings. Other 221

notable approaches include: a framework that 222

combines probabilistic inference with neural con- 223

trastive learning that models the speaker’s word 224

choice in a slang context (Sun et al., 2021). In 225

addition a BiLSTM based model was utilized for 226

slang detection and identification at the sentence 227

level with an F1-score of 0.80. 228

4 Supervised Sentiment on Twitch: new 229

SoTA 230

In this section we establish a new set of baselines 231

for Twitch chat sentiment outperforming the past 232

state of the art method (Kobs et al., 2020) by 7.36 233

percentage points on accuracy. We also investigate 234

the driving features behind the method, showing 235

that emotes contribute significantly to the perfor- 236

mance of the model, constituting on average over 237

half of the Gini feature importance (using a Ran- 238

dom Forest classifier). This is despite being only a 239

fifth of the classifier’s features. 240

4.1 Dataset 241

For our training and testing corpus we used 242

the Twitch sentiment dataset by (Kobs et al., 243

2020) which we will refer to as the Emote Con- 244

trolled dataset or EC. This dataset is composed 245

of 1, 880 examples with 40.6%/38.0%/21.4% posi- 246

tive/neutral/negative class split. Data was split in 247

a stratified fashion; designating 80% of the data, 248

1502 examples for training and 20%, 378 examples 249

for testing 3. 250

4.2 Features & Models 251

We focused on Twitch chat sentiment analysis us- 252

ing traditional ML approaches, because, to the best 253

of our knowledge, it had not previously been in- 254

vestigated. We trained Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic 255

Regression or Maximum Entropy (ME), Random 256

Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machines with lin- 257

ear kernel (SVM) models as they have been the 258

most popular traditional ML algorithms for senti- 259

ment detection to date (Yadav and Vishwakarma, 260

2020; Zimbra et al., 2018). 261

The input features to the models were con- 262

structed using a well established simple sentiment 263

analysis approach based on a bag-of-features (Pang 264

3A 5-fold cross validation evaluation is consistent with the
results obtained with a fixed split.
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et al., 2002). We tested both unigrams and uni-265

grams plus bigrams as input features. We addition-266

ally tried three text processing methods. In our267

study we call minimal text processing Processing268

1 (P1). It involves punctuation removal, lower-269

casing tokens and removing like characters that270

occur more than three consecutive times 4. Process-271

ing 2 (P2) refers to P1 processing plus stop word272

removal. Processing 3 (P3) is P2 plus lemmatiza-273

tion of tokens.274

4.3 Results275

To our surprise, the “textbook” ML approaches276

with minimal processing, which we call P1, out-277

performs the previous Twitch sentiment baselines278

(Kobs et al., 2020) of 63.8% by 7.36 percentage279

points on accuracy in the best case on the same EC280

dataset. The accuracy results are summarized in281

Table 1.282

The first column of Table 1 describes the classi-283

fier and the type of input features, the rest of the284

columns are processing type. The integer follow-285

ing the classifier’s name refers to the number of286

ngrams generated from the corpus 5.287

Clf P1 P2 P3

NB.1 61.9 59.73 58.63
NB.2 60.58 59.45 58.9
ME.1 68.52 68.22 67.12
ME.2 69.31 69.59 68.49
SVM.1 67.72 69.59 69.32
SVM.2 68.78 69.59 68.22
RF.1 70.37 66.85 67.4
RF.2 71.16 68.49 67.95

Table 1: EC Test Dataset Accuracy for various models

From Table 1 it is evident that RF.2 with P1288

processing, P1.RF.2, outperforms all benchmarks289

in accuracy delivering 71.16%.290

We break down the performance of P1.RF.2 to291

demonstrate the driving features behind the clas-292

sifier. Table 2 shows the cumulative sum of the293

Gini RF feature importance. Because we trained294

a ternary one-versus-rest classifier, results in the295

table are displayed for each class: positive, nega-296

tive and neutral. Additionally, because the features297

4For instance: loooove -> looove, haaaaaate -> hate.
5For example, NB.1 is a Naive Bayes classifier trained on

unigrams, while RF.2 is a Random Forest classifier trained on
unigrams and bigrams.

consist of unigrams and bigrams, emotes can occur 298

as unigrams and as a part of bigram. We differ- 299

entiate it as follows: the column “emotes only” 300

refers to unigram emote features and the “emotes+” 301

column refers to bigrams that have at least one 302

emote. Across the three classes “emote only” con- 303

tributes on average 0.4493, “emote+” on average 304

contributes 0.0938, while constituting 0.104 and 305

0.1036 respectively of the total features. Combined 306

emote features constitute 0.5431 6 of the Gini fea- 307

ture importance to the performance of the model 308

(using a RF classifier). This is despite being only 309

20.76% of the features. This is summarized in 310

Table 2. 311

emote only emote+ other

Importance Positive 0.5556 0.1092 0.3789
Importance Neutral 0.4191 0.0764 0.5318
Importance Negative 0.3733 0.0958 0.5557
Features Fraction 0.104 0.1036 0.7924

Table 2: Feature Importance by Label and Features
Fraction for each token type

We further examine the top 100 features of pos- 312

itive, negative and neutral classifiers. First we 313

arrange features of each classifier by Gini index. 314

Then we split the features into 2 categories: emote 315

features 7 and “other” features. For each feature set 316

we generate a histogram from the feature position 317

index. Results are presented in Figure 1. From 318

the figure it is evident that emote histogram is bi- 319

ased toward “0” implying higher importance, while 320

the “other” histogram is biased towards “100”. 321

The mean/median of the emote feature indices is 322

42.16/38 and the mean/median of “other” feature 323

indices is 59.35/61. 324

To conclude, it is important to note that the per- 325

formance difference between P1.RF.1 and P1.RF.2 326

is marginal. This implies that the introduction of 327

bigrams is not that significant to the overall per- 328

formance of the classifier. In fact the difference 329

between a significant number of classifier combi- 330

nations listed in Table 1 are marginal, implying 331

that the choice of a classifier with these features 332

is not significant, perhaps with the exception of 333

NB. However, the presence of emote features is 334

significant. 335

6The average is computed across positive, negative and
neutral classifiers including emote features and emote+ fea-
tures.

7“emote only” and “emote+”
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Figure 1: Histograms of top 100 Gini feature importance
of P1.RF.2 (for negative, positive, neutral classifiers) for
emote and “other” features

5 LOOVE - Learning Out Of Vocabulary336

Emotions337

Now that we have established solid baselines for338

the fully supervised case, we consider the task339

of nearing these benchmarks with a solution that340

resists drift and requires minimal to no supervi-341

sion. This is necessary because new emotes are342

constantly introduced, and their usage distribution343

frequently changes.344

Our baseline models study from Section 4345

demonstrated the critical importance of including346

emote information in the model. In that case, that347

information was explicitly encoded in per-emote348

features. We now want to abstract away from this349

requirement in order to further resist drift and en-350

sure generalization to new emotes.351

5.1 LOOVE352

We introduce a simple but powerful framework that353

successfully meets the requirements above. In par-354

ticular, our framework—which we call LOOVE—355

is able to Learn Out Of Vocabulary Emotions, and356

enrich existing models with this knowledge.357

The framework is depicted in Figure 2. We start358

with an existing sentiment classifier: this could359

be a Twitch sentiment classifier that needs to be360

enriched with the knowledge of newly-introduced361

emotes; or could be a sentiment classifier trained on362

a completely separate dataset such as Twitter. The363

output of this classifier is then concatenated with364

emote sentiment stats obtained without needing365

labeled data. Specifically, for each unseen emote366

in the text being evaluated, its sentiment is auto-367

generated, averaging out the sentiment of known 368

words in the word embedding neighborhood of the 369

emote. Rather than introducing per-emote features, 370

we perform “pooling” by keeping only a few statis- 371

tics, such as the mean, max, min of the sentiment 372

of the emotes in the text. 373

Figure 2: LOOVE framework.

The LOOVE framework has several amenable 374

properties. First, word embeddings can be trained 375

in an entirely unsupervised manner. A periodic 376

retraining or fine-tuning of this space removes the 377

need to maintain a labeled dataset or a manual lex- 378

icon as new emotes are introduced. Second, our 379

framework decouples the existing classifier from 380

the new OOV knowledge. In practice this is very 381

important since companies are wary of completely 382

changing or retraining their production classifiers 383

given they might be used across different appli- 384

cations. Third, while we could have encoded the 385

emote knowledge simply by concatenating the ac- 386

tual emote embedding vector (with some pooling 387

across emotes), the decision to encode just a few 388

stats (possibly even just the average inferred senti- 389

ment) is a much more robust choice: it results in 390

just a handful of parameters which makes tuning 391

of the final classification extremely simple and cus- 392

tomizable (which can be done manually or learned 393

with very few examples); these stats are also re- 394

silient to word embedding space rotations or shifts 395

happening upon retraining or fine-tuning. Finally, 396

we point out that our framework is not limited to 397

sentiment analysis, nor emotes, and can be applied 398

to other scenarios suffering from out-of-vocabulary 399

issues. 400
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5.2 Emote Pseudo-Dictionary401

We trained a w2v model (Mikolov et al., 2013) on402

a Twitch Unlabeled Dataset 8, with minimal word403

occurrence set at 30 and a context window of size404

5. This generated 444,714 embeddings comprised405

of words, emotes, emojis and emoticons. Emotes406

represented 33.3% of the vocabulary, words 66.2%,407

and the last 0.5% was spread across emojis and408

emoticons. Token statistics are displayed in 3.409

word emote emoji emoti

Unique Tokens 286795 144339 1899 240
Unique Fraction 0.6619 0.3331 0.0044 0.0006
Occurences Fraction 0.922 0.0548 0.0086 0.0022

Table 3: The Twitch Unlabeled Dataset token statistics

In addition to the w2v model we compiled a410

reference sentiment table. We used the VADER411

lexicon (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014) augmented with412

an emoji/emoticon lexicon (Novak et al., 2015) 9.413

For each emote, we generated a sentiment value by414

finding the top 5 neighboring words in the embed-415

ded space with an existing sentiment value in the416

reference sentiment table and took their mean10.417

We observed 0.353 RMSE when tested against418

Vader’s vocabulary and 0.275 RMSE accuracy419

when we tested against 100 manually labeled420

emotes provided by (Kobs et al., 2020). We want421

to point out that this method is limited, as not every422

emote has neighbors that are in the reference sen-423

timent table. Due to this limitation, we are able to424

generate sentiment for 22,507 emotes, even though425

we have embedding for over 144,000 emotes. De-426

spite this limitation, automatically labeling over427

22,000 emotes is a tremendous leap forward, as428

only 100 emotes have been classified before in the429

literature.430

5.3 External Datasets431

We used the EC dataset described in Section 4 and432

three publicly available datasets for ternary senti-433

ment classification, Rotten Tomatoes (RT) (Pang434

and Lee, 2005), Twitter Dataset (T) of manually435

labeled tweets (Eisner et al., 2016) and sampling436

8For a detailed dataset construction refer to Appendix B.
9While VADER provides a large lookup table of 7500

words and 100 emoticons, and the Emoji lookup table contains
750 emojis.

10To avoid outliers, we limited the search of sentiment-
tagged up to the 1,000th nearest neighbor. Other methods
such as weighting by distance, using the median, and various
outlier removal techniques were explored, but a simple average
worked best.

Yelp Dataset 11 (Y). All datasets were split in a strat- 437

ified fashion with 80% designated for training and 438

20% for testing. RT has 8,528 with 42%/20%/38% 439

positive/neutral/negative split; Twitter has 64,596 440

examples with 29%/46%/24% class split. For Yelp 441

we used 150,000 examples with balanced classes. 442

5.4 Final Classification 443

For the second stage of the model, we incorporated 444

abstracted emote information in the form of their 445

sentiment stats and combined it with the predic- 446

tion of the classifier trained on external data. The 447

resulted feature vector is shown in column 1 of Ta- 448

ble 5. Using these features we trained a secondary 449

classifier using the EC dataset. Despite using EC 450

for training, we are only effectively using this data 451

for statistical information about emotes. 452

None ME SVM RF

None 61.11 61.64 65.61
EC 71.16 71.16 71.16 71.16
RT 36.77 61.64 61.11 65.08
T 43.92 64.29 64.55 69.31
Y 41.8 61.38 62.17 65.61

Table 4: Accuracy results for LOOVE variants tested on
EC dataset. Each row is an external dataset that CLF1
is trained on. Each column is a CLF1 variant.

5.5 Results 453

Accuracy results for LOOVE variants 12 are pre- 454

sented in Table 4. As depicted in Figure 2 LOOVE 455

is composed of 2 classifiers: CLF1 and CLF2. 456

CLF1 is trained on an external dataset. CLF2 is 457

trained on EC dataset using the outputs of emote 458

pseudo-dictionary stats and CLF1 output. The idea 459

is to maximize the use of external datasets, while 460

minimizing the reliance on EC. In our experiment 461

we trained CLF1 on 4 external datasets: EC, RT, 462

T and Y using three algorithms: ME, SVM and 463

RF. Additionally we tested 2 “edge cases”. For 464

the first edge case we removed CLF1 so the model 465

only predicts using emote pseudo-dictionary. For 466

the second edge case we removed emote pseudo- 467

dictionary and CLF2 testing the performance of 468

CLF1. 469

In Table 4 each numerical column represents an 470

algorithm choice for CLF1. Each numerical row 471

11https://www.yelp.com/dataset
12Trained using P1 processing and tested against the EC

test set
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refers to the dataset CLF1 is trained on. The first472

numerical column depicts the first edge case. The473

first numerical row of represents the second edge474

case.475

As expected, CLF1 trained on EC gives the best476

performance irrespective of CLF2. However, The477

best performance independent of EC training for478

CLF1 is obtained when using RF for CLF1 trained479

on Twitter data (RF.T). This combination achieves480

69.31% accuracy which is on par with the fully481

supervised SoTA baselines obtained in Section 4.482

We want to note that CLF1 trained only on Twit-483

ter without any emote information performs worse484

than a coin flip when applied to Twitch data. How-485

ever, when enriched by LOOVE, its performance486

shoots up and nearly matches our best supervised487

benchmark.488

In Table 5 we examine RF.T’s features for CLF2.489

We again see that the driving features are emotes.490

Only 0.0708 Gini importance comes from the pre-491

dicted label of CLF1, the rest 0.9292 are driven by492

emotes stats.493

Feature Name Importance

mean emote sentiment 0.2853
min emote sentiment 0.2568
max emote sentiment 0.2546
number of emotes 0.0968
source ds predicted label 0.0708
std emote sentiment 0.0357

Table 5: LOOVE framework: feature importances in
descending order.

6 Word Embedding Space Analysis494

Given the vital importance of emotes and the suc-495

cess of the LOOVE we want to examine the w2v496

embedding space that LOOVE is based on and take497

a closer look at the structure of the emote pseudo-498

dictionary.499

We used t-SNE to visualize embeddings in 2D500

of the top 1000 emotes, 1000 words, 1000 emojis,501

and 240 emoticons, for a total of 3240 tokens (Fig-502

ure 3). Visually, one can see that words, emotes,503

and emoticons overlap while the emoji cluster is504

more isolated. However, it is also visually evident505

that tokens cluster by their corresponding type. In506

Figure 4, we show the distributions of the 100 clos-507

Figure 3: Top emotes, emojis, words, and emoti-
cons (t-SNE with perplexity = 50, niters = 3000.).
The orange oval is sadness, the purple oval is annoy-
ance/disappointment, the pink square represents laugh-
ing/trolling, and the blue square excitement.

Figure 4: Distribution of neighbors for each type.

est neighbors for each token type 13. We can see 508

that emojis indeed tend to cluster around their own 509

type with very little exceptions, just like words do. 510

Emotes and emoticons also like to cluster around 511

their own type, but have neighbors from other types 512

as well. A partial success of the emote pseudo- 513

dictionary can be attributed to the fact that emotes 514

tend to cluster around words with 0.45 frequency. 515

Since the labeled tokens from VADER are predom- 516

inantly words, these are used as neighbors in k-NN 517

to learn emote sentiment. This is why it is possible 518

to construct the emote pseudo-dictionary without 519

13looking at the same 3,240 tokens from the t-SNE visual-
ization
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relying on the sentiment of the nearest neighbor520

emotes themselves.521

The box overlaying Figure 3 zooms into a par-522

ticular area of the space where we can find four523

distinct clusters representing the emotions of sad-524

ness, annoyance/disappointment, laughing/trolling,525

and excitement (“PogChamp”-like emotes). We526

examine this trend—clustering by sentiment—to527

see if it remains true across the embedded space.528

Using tokens from the reference sentiment table529

from Section 5, we looked at the sentiment of the530

top 1,000 token neighbors and plotted sentiment531

histograms by label type (Figure 5, top row). Since532

the sentiment in the lookup table is a float between533

-1 (negative sentiment) and 1 (positive sentiment),534

we define each label type using an even 0.66 par-535

titioning. In addition to tokens in the sentiment536

lookup table, we also plotted the derived emote537

sentiment (Figure 5, bottom row).538

The top row shows that all distributions are bi-539

modal, with only the negative distribution being540

significantly biased towards the negative sentiment.541

On the other hand, the distributions from the bot-542

tom row are more pronounced. We can see that543

the positive distribution now has a clearly defined544

shift towards 1. The neutral distribution is a lot less545

bimodal. However, the negative distribution is not546

as pronounced as before, though it is still heavily547

biased towards -1. Overall, the newly generated548

distributions have a more pronounced bias towards549

the expected sentiment class. When we look at the550

derived emote sentiment, the bottom row of (Fig-551

ure 5, we see a more prominent distribution for the552

positive and neutral class, with a slight bias towards553

negative sentiment for negative classes. This serves554

as an indicator that on average local neighbors tend555

to have the same sentiment, further illustrating the556

strength of our emote pseudo-dictionary.557

In Appendix A we present a case study involving558

“FeelsGoodMan” and “FeelsBadMan” emotes as an559

example of emote pseudo-dictionary use for emote560

interpretation. In Appendix C we propose several561

applications of the Twitch w2v embeddings in other562

fields.563

There are many problems that still need to be564

addressed. Despite establishing a new Twitch senti-565

ment baseline, which performs sentiment analysis566

on par with other methods and datasets in terms of567

accuracy (Zimbra et al., 2018), overall performance568

can still be improved. A potential improvement to569

our transfer learning model as well as emote emote570

pseudo-dictionary could be in the construction of 571

an actual synonym space, rather than directly us- 572

ing w2v space. A notable approach to create a 573

synonym-antonym space has been proposed in the 574

literature by (Samenko et al., 2020). Using this 575

kind of vector space to find both synonym and 576

antonym emotes could be more successful. 577

Figure 5: Top row depicts the sentiment of 1000 neigh-
bors for each token of the original lookup sentiment
table. Bottom row is for the derived emote sentiment.

7 Conclusion 578

We created multiple baselines for sentiment analy- 579

sis that in the best case outperformed the previous 580

metric by 7.36 percentage points. We established 581

the importance of emotes in sentiment analysis of 582

Twitch data by examining the features of the base- 583

line models, showcasing the importance of emote 584

features. We then introduced our LOOVE unsuper- 585

vised framework, which abstracts away from the ex- 586

plicit use of emotes as features and uses emote stats 587

along with a classifier trained on non Twitch data 588

to predict sentiment. This model performs nearly 589

on par with fully supervised baselines. LOOVE 590

is based on w2v embeddings trained on over 313 591

million Twitch chat messages in conjunction with 592

k-NN. A driving feature behind the framework is 593

a emote pseudo-dictionary which can be used to 594

derive sentiment for unknown emotes. Using this 595

emote pseudo-dictionary, we created a sentiment 596

table for 22, 507 emotes. This is the first case of 597

emote understanding on this scale. 598
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ing/trolling, and excitement (“PogChamp”-like 700

emotes). Here we present a case study, looking 701

at two contrasting emote representatives, “Feels- 702

GoodMan” and “FeelsBadMan”. We aggregate the 703

top 10 neighbors for each emote and display them 704

in Figure 6. 705

From the figure it is evident that the top neigh- 706

bors for each are semantically similar. The top 707

neighbors for “FeelsGoodMan” are “EZY”, “EZ”, 708

“FeelsAmazingMan”, “FeelsOkayMan”, “wide- 709

peepoHappy”, “pepeW” and “Okayge”. Each of 710

these can be considered a different emote "flavor" 711
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of “FeelsGoodMan”, depicting “Pepe the Frog”712

with a positive connotation. Other neighbors are713

used with a positive sentiment as well.714

“FeelsBadMan” tells a similar story, but with a715

polar opposite sentiment. “Sadge”, “PepeHands”,716

“Smoge”, “sadge”, “peepoSad” again depict “Pepe”717

just like “FeelsBadMan”, but with a sad, negative718

connotation. Other neighbors, do not feature “Pepe”719

but represent sadness as well. It is quite remarkable720

that the neighbors in both cases not only contain the721

same semantics as the original emote, but several722

feature “Pepe” as well.723

To further strengthen the case we show that it724

is possible to find “FeelsBadMan” using vector725

additions starting from “FeelsGoodMan” (and vice-726

versa) . As demonstrated by (Mikolov et al., 2013)727

with the Woman+King−Man = Queen exam-728

ple, we observed that by adding the frown emoticon729

“:(” to “FeelsGoodMan” and subtracting the smile730

emoticon “:)”, we obtain “FeelsBadMan” in the top731

3 closest embeddings Figure 6.732

Figure 6: Neighbors of “FeelsGoodMan” vs. “Feels-
BadMan” (all strings besides the emoticons above are
emotes). Adding “:(” to “FeelsGoodMan”, subtracting
“:)”

B Twitch Unlabeled Dataset733

Our unlabeled dataset consisted of 313M chat mes-734

sages from 521 thousand streams over the course735

of 1 week in April (06/07/21 - 06/13/21). There736

was an average of roughly 45K unique stream-737

ers per day. The number of messages per stream738

varies wildly, depending on the popularity of the739

streamer and the game they are playing. Up to740

30% of streams on any given day receive no mes-741

sages. Looking at the data for a randomly selected742

day (06/08/21), the median number of messages743

for a stream is 117, the mean 744, with a STD of 744

13,585. The top 1200 streams account for 50% 745

of all messages, while representing 1.7% of all 746

streams (71,917). 747

B.1 Emotes Dataset 748

We fetched 8.06M emotes from three sources: the 749

Twitch official API, FrankerFaceZ (FFZ), and Bet- 750

terTTV (BTTV). FFZ consists of 253,335 emotes, 751

BTTV consists of 381,389 emotes, with the remain- 752

ing Twitch official emotes. Of these, 41k emotes 753

appear in more than one group. While the number 754

of Twitch official emotes dwarf the other two, FFZ 755

and BTTV emotes are incredibly popular, repre- 756

senting 44 of the top 100 most used emotes. 757

B.2 Trends 758

Considering that emotes account for 33% of unique 759

tokens in the Twitch Unlabeled Dataset (as depicted 760

in 3), we wanted to understand their usage fre- 761

quency. By generating a rank-frequency distribu- 762

tion, we showed that emotes follow a power law 763

(Figure 7). In fact, emote rank-frequency distribu- 764

tion is quasi-Zipfian with a power of 0.97. Simi- 765

larly, we observe that words follow a power law, as 766

expected. However, emojis and emoticons behave 767

somewhat differently. 768

Figure 7: Frequency vs Rank by token type (log-log)

C Embeddings Applications 769

In addition to using embeddings for sentiment anal- 770

ysis, there are other useful ways to apply these 771
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new-found embeddings. They can be used to learn772

slang immediately as it proliferates in the wild,773

improve brand safety classifiers, quickly extend774

a knowledge graph or add dimension to existing775

nodes within it, and build improved classifiers for776

games, genres, and industries.777

Today, slang evolves and proliferates extremely778

quickly due to the ubiquity of the Internet and peer-779

to-peer communication platforms. A platform like780

Twitch can be used to learn synonyms and replace-781

ments for common words and slang. The huge782

volume of messages and the culture of the Twitch783

user base makes it an ideal place to learn about new784

memes and slang in an unsupervised way, since785

they will often be some of the first users.786

Brand safety is a related application. Many mod-787

eration tools rely on keywords and regular expres-788

sions to detect profane, racist, toxic, and sexual789

content. While these are precise, they are likely790

to miss clever and new misspellings, and will cer-791

tainly miss entirely new strings which are being792

used to “safely” convey the same meaning as their793

known counterparts. These could be words, emojis,794

or even emotes. This w2v model provides a way795

to organically learn which alternate constructions796

are being used to circumvent existing moderation797

filters.798

Another application is in expanding a Knowl-799

edge Graph to incorporate related entities, or to add800

variations/nicknames of known entities. This works801

best in the gaming-space since that is the commu-802

nity’s focus, but also for television shows, cryp-803

tocurrencies, sports, etc. Given the string “hikaru”,804

the closest embeddings are names of dozens of805

other chess players. In 6 Given the string “morde”806

(short for “Mordekaiser”, a champion in League of807

Legends), the model returns other champions from808

the game and their nicknames. This was also tested809

for a few other words such as “vaxx” (short for810

vaccine), “grau”, a popular gun in the game Call of811

Duty: Warzone, and other words.812

hikaru morde grau vaxx troll

1 danya darius ffar vax bully
2 levy vayne kar98 vacc tryhard
3 kasparov aatrox mac10 vacine bait
4 anish panth spr vaccin jebait
5 naroditsky leona bruen vaccination grief
6 samay voli bullfrog phizer ban
7 lefong trundle m13 vaccine simp
8 fabi garen ram7 astrazeneca toxic
9 nihal heimer dmr moderna bm
10 nili sion fara covid-19 trolling

Table 6: Five words and their most similar tokens.
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